
What is my Heart’s desire?

Are you stuck in the maze of your mind?

Was 2018 the year of instant manifestation or 
instant many frustrations?

Are you manifesting everything but your heart’s 
desire?

Is your creativity blocked?

What do you really, really want?

In this workshop we will explore  your creativity, 
working with crystals and sacred geometry, nu-
merology to enhance your manifestation skills.



What you will learn:

✴How to create a crystal grid using 
creative skills

✴How to choose, cleanse and charge 
crystals to help you manifest your 
heart’s desires

✴How to change a negative mindset 
into a positive one

✴How to charge your energy grid to 
do the work for you

✴How to become precise in what it is 
that you want from life

✴Introduction into crystal healing and 
colour therapy

✴Introduction into mandalas and sacred geometry

But Why?
After the tumultuous energies of 2017/2018 we are now moving into a 
gentle, more intuitive, kind energy of 2019 – last year was about releas-
ing outdated belief systems and negative patterns (karma) – this year 
brings the opportunity to align yourself with the highest aspects of your 
being. 

Intense start to the year? Then there might be some stuck energy to 
clear to open the doors and windows to a new reality.

The energy of 2018 aligns us with our own inner 
wisdom or intuition 



The questions you need to 
ask yourself are:

✴ What would I love to do with my 
life?

✴ What would give me great joy? 

Answering these two questions 
will align you with your soul pur-
pose.

The Crystal SoulGrid Workshop 
will help you to focus your inten-
tion and energy on the things you 
want to attract, create and mani-
fest in all aspects of your life. 

It will help to create clarity in the 
following areas:

✓ Love
✓ Money
✓ Work
✓ Travel
✓ Home-life
✓ Health
✓ Joy

It creates a field of energy that lets 
you effortlessly experience these 
divine qualities. Don ’t you think 
you owe it to yourself to create the 
time for your soul to give you 
direction and guidance. The prac-
tical side – we play with colour, 
geometry, numerology, archetypes.



Why should I attend this workshop?

This  correspondence workshop is designed to make you aware of what 
you want and why you are not manifesting it. It creates a space of inner 
awareness where you can be 
brutally honest with yourself and 
find the reasons why you are not 
living your life’s purpose. It can 
help you to formulate an intent 
for this new year, thereby focus-
ing your energy into the areas of 
your life where you want change 
to happen.

You will need the following:

✓ 10 or 12 small crystals (we will have some for sale)
✓ a list of what you would like to manifest 

Time:       your time
Price:    R950.00 per person

What you will receive:

• Full crystal grid manual
• Crystal  grid printed board for you to colour or use 

as is ( Sacred geometry flower of life pattern)
• Instructions how to use crystals to manifest



Example of a crystal grids, about 30cm diameter
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Taken from the workshop notes:

2018 is the year of to manifest your heart’s desire

2017
The year 2017 was about surrendering our minds and aligning our-
selves with our life’s purpose, allowing us to find our own soul’s serenity 
and opulence. This leads to growth and fulfilment of spirit – contentment 
with all that is. Find your own original garden of eden in your life – 
everything is there because you are one with Source. At present, hu-
manity is at the level of the solar plexus – we need to project images 

http://www.auraessence.co.za


into the future to create what is wanted – when we move into the full 
flowering of the base chakra and the solar plexus, we receive what we 
want without asking. Your soul wants you to live in abundance, to live in 
totality, embracing opulence. Abundance should open like a flower and 
spread its fragrance to all around you – not only to family and friends 
but strangers too!

For many people 2017 did not bring the serenity that we seek, it brought 
loads of challenges to deal with so that healing at a soul level can hap-
pen. The year 2017 brought up all the unprocessed karma (patterns) to 
be cleared. On a more practical note this affects our personal, business, 
work, money and health, whatever is not align with your soul contract 
has to  be clear.

2018
This year will be a continuum of last year’s energy with a slight differ-
ence. This year brings in the gentler energy of the heart chakra. It helps 
us to become gentler with one another and with oneself. This is the year 
to manifest our heart’s desire. By becoming more focussed in the heart 
we gain direct access to our higher mind. The higher mind is like a uni-
versal internet but without limitations. When we access the higher mind 
and with an open and clear heart ask what we need then the universe 
will respond with an answer. 

By becoming more centred in the heart or heart-centred we embody the 
following qualities of our soul: 

• Serenity
• Abundance
• Beauty
• Clarity
• Understanding
• Generosity
• Vitality
• Kindness
• Peacefulness
• Joyfulness
• Fulfilment

“The journey of a thousand 
miles must begin with one 

single step. 
-the wisdom of Lau-Tzu-



Why don’t I manifest my heart’s desire?

Energy blocks
There might be a break in the connection between the head and the 
heart. When this happens you think you want something but you don’t 
have the feeling that goes with that thought

Negative Ego
The negative ego creates thoughts patterns of unworthiness and that 
you are not good enough. When the negative ego runs the show you 
will constantly attract dramas into your life. It will make you feel that you 
can’t handle things and that you have no choice in the matter.

Negative life patterns
If there is a pattern that you keep repeating in life that is stunting your 
growth in any area then this need to addressed and released to create 
the opportunity to grow. A negative life pattern can be that you always 
land in a job where you are abused or undervalued. Or a relationship 
that is not making you happy but you stay in it.

Negative belief systems
A negative belief system is a mental thought pattern that you keep re-
peating in your mind about yourself. This pattern usually stems from 
childhood. Someone might have said something about you, most prob-
ably not true but you believed it and made it a negative belief system

Karma
You might have some old ancestral or family karma to complete and 
heal. If this is the case then your whole family will follow the pattern that 
is frustrating you about your life

Negative mind set
When we always see the negative first, then it make it hard to see that 
there are opportunities and choices available even in hardships.



Doubt
Doubt stops the flow of the universe; you lose trust that everything will 
be fine. Doubt creates fear patterns in the brain and you will keep creat-
ing and attracting circumstances almost to affirm your doubt. I call this 
psychic in retrospect. This happens because the brain is so negatively 
wired that it even confuses true intuition with doubt. Doubt stems from 
fear.

Fear
Fear is a very affirmative vibration, but in the negative. It is one of the 
strongest thought patterns that you can deal with. It is so powerful that 
you even feel fear in your physical body. Fear comes from the mind, the 
mind create scenarios and fantasy illusions that keep us trapped in fear. 
Fear only manifests because we feed it continuously with our thoughts.

Confusion
By not being clear on what it is that you want, you will attract everything 
in between. Try and focus your attention on what it is that you want to 
attract.




